
GLOBAL FLEET 

CHAMPIONS
JOURNEY ROUTING 
AND MODAL CHOICE

The safest journey is one that doesn’t happen at all. The second-best journey is one that is as

safe and environmentally friendly as possible. You can reduce risk and lower fuel emissions by

enabling active travel and shared journeys, reducing the distance your drivers have to travel,

and avoiding routes that are used by people who walk or cycle.

WHY DO WE NEED TO PLAN 
SAFE JOURNEYS?

More than half of the people killed on roads are

vulnerable road users – children, old people and

people who walk or cycle.

Crashes are more common on urban and rural

roads than major roads like motorways or dual

carriageways.1

Where traffic is heavy, people are less likely to

walk, cycle or use public transport.2

Demanding work targets encourage drivers to

take unnecessary risks, such as speeding. 

Every 1% increase in speed raises the risk 

of a fatal crash by 4%.3

Tired drivers are at greater risk of being involved 

in a crash. Sleep-related crashes are most 

common in the early morning and early afternoon.4

GOOD JOURNEY PLANNING IS GOOD
FOR PEOPLE, GOOD FOR THE PLANET
AND GOOD FOR BUSINESS

Reduced crash risk 

Safer, healthier communities 

Lower emissions

Lower fuel costs

Lower vehicle mileage 

Increased productivity

RESPONSIBLE ORGANISATIONS…

Have procedures that eliminate the need to

move people.

Reduce the need to transport goods or 

the size and weight of objects being moved.

Reduce the need to transport people.

Plan the safest, most sustainable routes 

possible.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
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Set good policies and procedures for journey

planning.

Enable employees to use active or public

transport, or use telephone or video-conferencing

instead of travelling to meetings.

Share journeys to minimise road time and

mileage costs.

Consider weather forecasts when planning 

journeys.

Plan routes that avoid areas where people live

and work.

Set realistic schedules that put safety before

performance targets.

Raise awareness of the risks of speeding and

driving while tired.

Make sure drivers have time for rest breaks — 

at least 15–20 minutes every two hours.

Schedule journeys to avoid night driving or times

when drivers are most at risk of falling asleep.


